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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce today’s course content regarding the need to provide 5 Star Service and maintaining quality in difficult situations.To open the course, the following ICE BREAKER maybe be fun:Ask participants to STAND UP if they have ever had a bad experience with a patient:	* today	* in the past week	* within the monthOK…evaluate number of people standingNow I would like you to SIT DOWN if you have ever had a patient:	* say “thank you”	* give you positive feedback, e.g. a note via a survey, departing comment from an appointment….This exercise shows the participants that they are not alone.
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Learning Objectives 

By the end of the session, the participant will be 
able to: 

• Define the five elements of C.L.E.A.R. 
• Demonstrate the five fundamentals of C.L.E.A.R. 

communication 
• Incorporate C.L.E.A.R. communication into daily 

practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give a brief overview of the objectives listed on the slide and how today’s presentation will address them.
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Customer Service 

• Why is customer service so important? 
– Meeting patients’ service expectations is part of 

everyone’s job. 
• How do patients judge a medical practice? 

– When patients talk about us, we want them to use 
words like “courteous,” “friendly,” “caring,” 
“concerned” and helpful! 

 
That’s where you come in. 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patient satisfaction is more than numbers on a survey report. It’s how we measure our success as professionals. Why is Customer Service so important?     >> Meeting patient’s service expectations is part of everyone’s jobSatisfied patients are more likely to follow the treatment plan, and their compliance leads to better medical outcomes. 2) How do patients judge a medical practice?       >> We know that patients select a medical practice based on their health needs, on referrals, and word of mouth discussions with friends and family.     >> When patients talk about us, we want them to use words like courtesy, friendliness, caring concern, and helpfulnessWhen patients are happy, our workdays go better. That’s why we got into the healthcare field – we care about people. And that’s where you come in.
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Video:  
 

Five-Star Service Is  
C.L.E.A.R.  

 
Presenter: Barbara Khozam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to present a video demonstrating techniques to help us make sure that every patient has a world-class experience, and how to make patients feel valued WITHOUT adding to your workload. The presenter is Barbara Khozam (Ko-zahm) – an experienced “mystery patient” who spends lots of time in medical practices, watching how people like us relate to their patients. Barbara has identified some simple techniques that will raise our patient survey scores. You’ll see that the techniques are grouped under five headings: Connect…Listen…Explain…Ask…Re-Connect. That’s why the video is called “Five Star Service is C.L.E.A.R.” And by the way, watch closely and you’ll see that none of the recommended techniques makes our work harder – they’re designed to make our jobs easier! You have a copy of the C.L.E.A.R. Model in front of you. As you watch the video, you can look for the C.L.E.A.R. elements.  
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